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Tribune
INFO PROJET

A mascot is sent
by a class to
conduct an
investigation of
students from
another country
(icebreaker
activity in the
form of games
learning apps),
then widens his
scope to the class
space, the city
and the country.
Finally, the
students will
prepare together
during a "live
event" the
international
event "La Grande
Lessive®", which
is an ephemeral
exhibition of
drawings around
the world on a
theme common to
all. All surveys
and reports in
different
countries will be
highlighted in a
digital magazine.

WHO, WHY, WHERE?

-Two French classes : Mrs Moulin and Mrs Daujard's
classes. The pupils are 6 to 10 years old. Our school is in
Wassy, in east France.

-A Ukrainian class : Mrs Khomenko's class. The pupils
are 11 years old. Our school is in Konotop.

-A turkish class : Mrs Sahsuvar 's class. The pupils are 10
to 13 year old. Our school is in Reyhanli.

Travelling mascots



At the library, in
France!

FRANCE



We went to the library.
We did a reading of a
tale of Turkish origin:
Mister Corbeau. Then
we did an art activity
called marbled paint.
Karagöz told us that it
was a well-known
Turkish art. Since
chemicals can not be
used, shaving foam
has been used.

M
Marble painting for children

MARBLE PAINTING, how? You have to
put shaving foam in a container and
paint all colors. Then, with a spatula, mix
gently while making waves. Trim the
paper and scrape it. Finally, let it dry.
Colors are mixing and it is beautiful!

FRANCE



An old raven shows
recognition to a shepherd,
when the latter takes away
a thorn from his paw. After
this gesture, the bird will
allow the shepherd to
pursue his dreams: for the
thorn, a candle; for the
candle, a cow, for the cow
... Turkish folk tale,
enriched in its structure
with elements of other
cultures.

FRANCE



Marble painting

You can make it with shaving foam
The animators explain us how to make beautiful colorful traces.

FRANCE


